INDEX

protective, on a country's trade, 57-60; effect of, on flow of specie and on money prices in tax-levying country, 60-70. Export trade, injury resulting to a country's, from policy of protection, 58-59.

F
Farmers, a tariff for benefitting wage-earners at expense of, 100-110; home market argument for protection addressed to, 124-137.


Free trade, meaning of, 39-40; advantages to countries adhering to principles of, 60-61; wages and prices under protection and, compared, 96; condition of, between States of United States an argument for successful operation of, between nations, 127-138. See Revenue tariff.


G
Geographical specialization in production of goods, 8-9; interference with, under conditions created by protective tariff, 60-63.


Germany, comparison of wages and prices in England and, 90; arguments used for protection to agriculture in, 120-129; beet sugar bounty in, 121-122; conclusions concerning waterway system of, 122.

Great Britain, advantages secured by policy of free trade in, 81-83; system of harbor improvement and light-house maintenance followed in, 174-176.

H


Home market argument for protection, 124-137.

I
Immigration, danger to wages in United States from, rather than from lack of protective tariff, 141-143.

Import duties, two classes of, 39; conditions where, when levied for revenue, the burden is borne by the levying country, 41-45; shifting of burden by the levying country to another or other countries, 44-45; effect of protective, on country's trade, 57 n.; unprofitable industries set up at the general expense by protective, 60-68. See Protective tariff.

Incomes, loss in the way of, resulting from system of protection, 68-69.

Inefficiency, encouragement of, in some degree, by protective tariff, 80.

Infant industry argument for protection, 119-124; as applied to bounties, 123.

Intercontinentally trade, 11-17; limits to fluctuations of, 10 n.

Interest, statement of theory of, 85; effect of protection on rate of, 80-83.

International trade, distinction between international and, of one degree only, 76.

Investment, character of, as a part of trade, 79 n.

J
Johnson, Ocean and Inland Water Transportation, cited, 275, 173; *American Railway Transportation*, cited, 164.

Land grants to railroads, 164-165.

Land rent, laws of wages and, 80-93.
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N

Naval reasons for shipping subsidies, 161-162.

Navigation laws, 152-156; analogues to protective tariffs, 156-157.

P

Panama Canal, question of indirectly subsidizing American ships by allowing them free use of, 161; lack of economic justification for plan of allowing American coasting trade free use of, 165-169.

Parasitic industries, establishment of, by protective tariff, 60-66.


"Pauper labor" argument used by protectionists, 113-116.

Politics, part taken by, in the protection of infant industries, 230-233; operation of, in American waterway development, 178-185.

Population, density of, and rate of wages, 130-132.

"Pork barrel" system of waterway development, 178-185.

Prices, tendency of, through influence of trade, toward equality in different countries, 3-7; tendency of, to be lower in the country where goods can be produced with greatest relative advantage, 7-11; high rate of wages does not imply high, 9; effects of protective tariff on, 67-70, 74-78; effect of bounties on level of, in bounty-paying countries, 146-148; effect of artificial navigation laws on, 136.

Protection. See Protective tariff.

Protective tariff, distinction between revenue tariff and, 92-95; effect of, on a country's export trade, 57-66; how unpredictable industries are set up at the general expense by, 60-66; view of, as "mutual tribute," 63; effect of, on money prices of protected and of unprotected goods, 67-70; improbability of increase of national wealth by, 75 a.; operation of, as to industries in which large

M

Make-work argument for protection, fallacy of, 221-224.

Manufactures, consequences of policy of protection to, 72.


Military argument for protective tariff, to insure national self-sufficiency, 233-235; for shipping subsidies, as a means of increasing a nation's naval strength, 167-169; for building Panama Canal, 168.


Mississippi River, unwise expenditure of money in improvement of, 170-177.

Monetary standards, rate of interchange of goods between countries not affected by difference in, 24-25.

Money, fallacy of the argument for protection, that it keeps money in the protected country, 210-216; argument for shipping subsidies based on, 198.

Monopolies, differing prices of goods of, at home and abroad, a n.; protective system as an encouragement to, 313.

INDEX

T

Tariffs, effect of, on location of industries, 11; revenue and protective, distinguished, 39-41. See Protective tariff and Revenue tariff.


Trade, conditions governing intercommunity, 11-16; international compared with intrastatal, 16-17; conditions regulating rate of, between communities, 15 ff.; supply and demand as the determining factor in, 23-25; effect on rate of, when one country offers a variety of goods and where it receives periodic payments of obligations from the other, 26-29; influence of production in any country under conditions of different cost, 29-31; effect of entrance of an additional country into, 31-35; cost of transportation as related to, 36; revenue tariffs and, 59-66; effects of a protective tariff, 57 ff. See also Rate of interchange of goods.

"Trade follows the flag" argument for shipping subsidies, 150.

Transportation, cost of, as related to trade, 36; navigation laws and shipping subsidies for encouragement of, by water, 155 ff.; comparison of railroads and canals for purposes of, 170-173; comparison of cost of, on railroads and on rivers, 177-178.

V

Variety of goods, advantages to country offering, for export, 26-27.

W

Wages, high rate of, does not imply that goods cannot be produced and exported at low money cost, 9; reduction of, resulting from rise in rate of interest due to protective policy, 88-89; laws of wages and land rent, 86-92; effect of protection on, when protected and unprotected goods are produced under conditions of substantially constant cost, 93-95; effect of bounties on, 152-153.


Weighted average, defined, 5.

Wheat-producing areas, disadvantages of protective tariff to, 112.

Wool industry, protective tariff and, in United States, 61; an illustration of the establishment of a parasitic industry at the general expense, 65. 99-100.